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We theoretically investigate heat transport in hybrid normal metal-superconductor (NS)

nanojunctions focusing on the effect of thermal rectification. We show that the heat diode effect in

the junction strongly depends on the transmissivity and the nature of the NS contact. Thermal

rectification efficiency can reach up to �123% for a fully transmissive ballistic junction and up to

84% in diffusive NS contacts. Both values exceed the rectification efficiency of a NIS tunnel junction

(I stands for an insulator) by a factor close to �5 and �3, respectively. Furthermore, we show that

for NS point-contacts with low transmissivity, inversion of the heat diode effect can take place. Our

results could prove useful for tailoring heat management at the nanoscale, and for mastering thermal

flux propagation in low-temperature caloritronic nanocircuitry. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4846375]

Control of the heat flow at the nanoscale has been attract-

ing the attention of several research groups in the last dec-

ade.1,2 An accurate understanding of heat transport is

essential, for instance, for a fine control of ultrasensitive cryo-

genic radiation detectors,1,3 nanocoolers,1,4 and caloritronic

circuits.5–11 In several cases, such devices contain supercon-

ductors as building block elements which introduce phase co-

herence to the heat transport. Examples include Josephson

heat interferometers12 and thermal quantum diffractors13 in

which the heat current is controlled by a magnetic flux, or

electronic refrigeration in normal metal-superconductor (NS)1

and ferromagnet-superconductor (FS)14,15 structures whose ef-

ficiency depends on Andreev reflection16 at the interface with

the superconductor.

In a voltage-biased NS junction, the charge current con-

sists of two contributions: the quasiparticle and the Andreev

current.16 For voltages V below the superconducting energy

gap, the latter may dominate, and the amplitude of the cur-

rent depends on the transmissivity and the nature of the con-

tact. Due to the electron-hole symmetry and for a spatially

symmetric barrier at the SN interface, the amplitude of the

electric current does not depend on the sign of V. The same

holds as well for the heat current flowing through the

junction in a voltage-biased configuration.1 By contrast, the

electronic contribution to the heat current in the presence of

a temperature bias across the NS junction depends on the

sign of the temperature drop.17 This property stems from the

strong temperature dependence of the superconducting den-

sity of states at high temperatures. In this regard, a NS junc-

tion therefore behaves as a thermal diode18,19 with this

meaning that heat conduction along one direction is pre-

ferred with respect to that occurring upon temperature bias

reversal. Strong effort has been devoted so far to envision

and to realize thermal rectifiers dealing, for instance, either

with phonons,20–24 electrons,17,25–29 or with photons.30

In this letter, we address the heat diode effect in NS nano-

junctions and explore how thermal rectification depends on

the interface properties. We show that a perfectly transparent

point contact can provide a large rectification coefficient up to

�123% which exceeds by a factor close to 5 the one predicted

to occur in NIS tunnel junctions.17 In more realistic diffusive

junctions, the maximum heat rectification efficiency can be as

large as �84%. Furthermore, in a NS point-contact thermal

rectification can change sign as a function of temperature for a

low enough interface transmissivity. Our predictions for the

heat diode effect in hybrid NS junctions could prove useful

for developing future caloritronic nanodevices.

The system under investigation is schematized in Fig. 1

and consists of a temperature-biased NS junction. The elec-

tronic temperature in N and S is set to TN and TS, respec-

tively. We assume a spatially uniform temperature in the

electrodes so to avoid the generation of any thermal gradient

within each of them. In the forward thermal bias configura-

tion [Fig. 1(a)], a thermal gradient is intentionally created

developing at the NS interface by setting TN ¼ Thot > TS

¼ Tcold which gives rise to a total heat flux _Qþ through the

system. By contrast, in the reverse thermal bias configura-

tion, the thermal gradient is inverted so that TN ¼ Tcold

< TS ¼ Thot which yields a total heat current _Q� flowing

from S to N [Fig. 1(b)]. We note that by definition _Qþ and
_Q� have opposite sign. The hatched circles in the figure indi-

cate the NS contact region which, as discussed below, can be

ballistis or tunnel as well as diffusive or dirty. The thermal

rectification coefficient (R) can be defined as17

Rð%Þ ¼ j
_Q�j � _Qþ

_Qþ
� 100: (1)

According to Eq. (1), R¼ 0 implies the absence of a heat

rectification whereas R > 0 implies a thermal current
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flowing preferentially from the S toward the N side of the

junction.

For a quantitative description of the charge and heat

transport through the NS junction, it is convenient to intro-

duce the Keldysh Green’s functions

�GSðNÞ ¼ Ĝ
R

Ĝ
K

0 GA

 !
; (2)

where the retarded (R), advanced (A), and Keldysh compo-

nents in the S and N electrodes are given by

Ĝ
RðAÞ
N ¼ 6s3; (3)

Ĝ
K

N ¼ 2s3 tanh
E

2kBTN

� �
; (4)

Ĝ
RðAÞ
S ¼ gRðAÞs3 þ f RðAÞis2; (5)

Ĝ
K

S ¼ ðĜ
R

S � Ĝ
A

S Þ tanh
E

2kBTS

� �
: (6)

In the above expressions, si are the Pauli matrices in the

Nambu space, gRðAÞ ¼ ðE=DðTSÞÞf RðAÞ ¼ E=nRðAÞ; nRðAÞ

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðE 6 i g Þ2 � D2ðTSÞ

q
; DðTSÞ is the BCS temperature-

dependent superconducting order parameter, TN(S) is the

temperature of the N (S) electrode, and kB is the Boltzmann

constant. The parameter g accounts for the inelastic scatter-

ing rate within the relaxation time approximation.31,32

The electronic transport through the NS junction can be

described using the matrix current ðÎÞ introduced by

Nazarov,33

Î ¼ � 2e2

p�h

X
n

sn
�GS; �GN

� �
4� sn 2� �GN; �GS

� �	 
� ��1
: (7)

Here, sn is the transmission of the nth junction channel, and

the sum goes over the junction conducting channels. In our

analysis, we shall focus on the electronic contribution to the

heat current only, _Q, which is defined as

_Q ¼ 1

8e2

ð1
�1

E TrÎ
K

dE; (8)

and we do not take into account neither the heat exchanged

between electrons and phonons nor a pure phononic heat cur-

rent.5,12 From Eqs. (3) to (8), we get for TN 6¼ TS the follow-

ing expression for the heat current flowing through the

contact

_Q ¼ 1

2p�h

X
n

ð1
�1

dEE
sn

2� snð1þ gAÞ

� ðgR � gAÞ � 2snðf R � f AÞf R

4� 2snð1� gRÞ

" #

� tanh
E

2kBTS

� �
� tanh

E

2kBTN

� �" #
: (9)

In our notation, _Q > 0 represents the heat current flowing

out of the N lead when TN > TS. Equation (9) is a general

expression that describes the heat flow for an arbitrary con-

tact. It is worth noting that the values of the transmission

coefficients sn in Eqs. (7)–(9) are those in the normal state.

These coefficients can be obtained from microscopic models

for an accurate description of a realistic interface by means

of ab initio calculations (see, for instance, Ref. 2 and

references therein). Here, instead we analyze a wide range of

interfaces described by certain distribution of channel’s

transmissions.

For example, a point-contact is defined by a unique con-

ducting channel with transmission s. A ballistic junction is

described by setting all channel transmissions sn ¼ 1,

whereas in the case of a tunnel contact all sn � 1. In the lat-

ter case, from Eq. (8), we recover the well-known expression

for the heat current ð _QtunnelÞ flowing through a temperature-

biased superconducting tunnel junction,1 i.e.,

_Qtunnel ¼
GN

e2

ð1
DðTSÞ

dE
E2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

E2 � DðTSÞ2
q

� tanh
E

2kBTS

� �
� tanh

E

2kBTN

� �" #
; (10)

where GN ¼ ðe2=p�hÞ
P

nsn is the contact normal-state

conductance.

In the case of an extended NS interface with a continu-

ous distribution of channels, one can replace in Eq. (9) the

sum
P

n with the integral
Ð 1

0
dsPðsÞ, where PðsÞ is the inter-

face transmission distribution function. Realistic interfaces

between metals are typically dirty and can be described by a

scattering region of a certain characteristic length. If this

length is larger than the Fermi wave length, the interface is

FIG. 1. Scheme of a hybrid NS heat diode under forward (a), and reverse

(b) thermal bias configuration. The NS junction is temperature-biased

with TN 6¼ TS, and _Qþ and _Q� denote the heat current flowing through the

structure in the forward ðTN > TSÞ and reverse ðTN < TSÞ thermal-bias

setup, respectively. The circular hatched regions indicates the NS interface

which can describe a ballistic or tunnel junction as well as a diffusive or dirty
contact.
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called to be diffusive and is characterized by the following

distribution function:34

PðsÞ ¼ �hGN

2e2

1

s
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� s
p : (11)

By contrast, if the characteristic scattering region is much

smaller than the Fermi wave length (i.e., a sharp interface),

the distribution function reads35

PðsÞ ¼ �hGN

e2

1

s3=2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� s
p : (12)

Thus, with the help of Eqs. (9)–(12) we are able to describe

heat transport through a large variety of junctions and obtain

the thermal rectification coefficient R. In the normal state,

i.e., for temperatures larger than the superconducting critical

one, D ¼ 0 and Eq. (9) reduces to

_Q ¼ k2
BGNp2

6e2
ðT2

N � T2
SÞ: (13)

This expression shows that no thermal rectification occurs in

a full normal-metal junction.

We are now able to explore the thermal diode properties

of the NS contact by calculating the rectification coefficient

[see Eq. (1)]. To this end, it is illustrative to start our discus-

sion considering first the heat rectification characteristics of

a point-contact ballistic NS junction characterized by a

unique channel of transmission s. Figure 2(a) shows the rec-

tification efficiency R vs Thot for Tcold ¼ 0:1Tc and for sev-

eral values of s. Above, Tc ¼ ð1:764kBÞ�1D0 is the

superconducting critical temperature while D0 is the zero-

temperature energy gap. In general, for any transmission, R
is a non-monotonic function of the temperature peaked at a

specific Thot which depends on s, then rapidly decreasing at

higher temperature. In particular, for a perfect transmissive

interface ðs ¼ 1Þ a maximum thermal rectification coeffi-

cient as high as �123% is obtained at Thot¼ Tc. This large R
value stems from ideal Andreev reflection16 at the NS inter-

face. For s � 0:1, the heat rectification turns out to be always

positive in the whole range of temperatures. By reducing s
yields a suppression of the maximum of R which is attained

for smaller values of Thot. Notably, negative R values are

obtained at large Thot temperatures, i.e., for Thot > Tc. This

sign inversion of the thermal rectification coefficient implies

that the heat current flows preferentially from N to S. For

low interface transmissivity (i.e., s ¼ 10�4), which describes

a NIS tunnel junction, R reaches values as large as �26% at

Thot ’ 0:85Tc.17 We stress that the latter value is around

�20% of the maximum reached in the s ¼ 1 limit. It is

worthwhile to mention that thermal rectification is a fully

non linear effect, and that it is absent in the linear response

regime. The dependence of the maximum thermal rectifica-

tion efficiency (Rmax) as a function of the transmission coeffi-

cient for a point-contact is shown in Fig. 2(b). In particular,

the plot shows that for s ¼ 0:5 thermal rectification is

reduced by almost a factor of two with respect to the ideal

junction, whereas the lowest saturation limit is already

reached for s � 10�3.

The effect of the smaller temperature Tcold onto R for a

perfectly transmitting NS point-contact is displayed in Fig.

2(c) as a function of Thot. In particular, the increase of Tcold

leads to a suppression of R. We emphasize that the sign of

thermal rectification turns out to be positive in the whole

range of temperatures, while R obtains its maximum values

always for Thot ¼ Tc. The evolution of the maximum rectifi-

cation efficiency Rmax with Tcold is shown in Fig. 2(d). It can

be noted how R is reduced by increasing the temperature. In

particular, R reaches �57% of the maximum at Tcold¼ 0.5Tc.

In order to assess the full applicability of heat rectifiers

based on NS junctions, we consider now less ideal hybrid

contacts, i.e., NS junctions with diffusive or dirty interfaces.

These are characterized by distributions of transmissivities

described by Eqs. (11) or (12), respectively. Figure 3(a)

shows the comparison of the thermal rectification coefficient

R versus Thot calculated at Tcold¼ 0.1Tc for four representa-

tive different types of NS interfaces: ballistic ðsn ¼ 1Þ, diffu-

sive, dirty and tunnel ðsn � 1Þ. In particular, for diffusive

and dirty interfaces R turns out to be always positive, with a

shape strongly resembling that of the ballistic case. The max-

imum values for R are �84% and �63% for a diffusive and

dirty interface, respectively, and occur at Thot¼Tc. Such a

reduction of the R coefficient stems from a substantial sup-

pression of the Andreev reflection transmission occurring in

diffusive or dirty contacts in comparison to the fully trans-

mitting ballistic case.36 In spite of such a reduction, both

FIG. 2. (a) Rectification efficiency of a point-contact NS junction R vs Thot

calculated at Tcold ¼ 0:1Tc for several values of the transmission coefficient

s. (b) Maximum thermal rectification efficiency of a ballistic junction Rmax

vs s for Tcold ¼ 0:1Tc. (c) R vs Thot for a perfectly transmitting ðs ¼ 1Þ bal-

listic NS junction calculated for a few values of Tcold. (d) Rmax vs Tcold calcu-

lated for s ¼ 1. Tc denotes the superconducting critical temperature.
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diffusive and dirty junctions are still able to provide a size-

able thermal rectification efficiency which obtains values up

to factor of 3 larger than the maximum achievable with a

NIS tunnel junction.

In Fig. 3(b), we show the behavior of R for a diffusive

NS junction calculated against Thot for several values of Tcold

(for dirty interfaces, similar results, not shown here, are

obtained). By increasing Tcold yields a reduction of the maxi-

mum rectification efficiency, being the sign always positive.

The dependence of Rmax on Tcold is displayed in Fig. 3(c) and

shows that at Tcold¼ 0.5 Tc the coefficient R can obtain val-

ues as large as the �54% of the maximum achievable. The

behavior described above for a diffusive NS contact there-

fore confirms the picture that this kind of junctions can pro-

vide a substantially large R in a wide range of temperatures.

From a practical point of view and in light of a realistic

implementation, superconducting aluminum (Al) or vana-

dium (V) combined, for instance, with copper (Cu) as a nor-

mal metal would allow the fabrication of diffusive NS

nanojunctions.37–39 On the other side, InAs-based two-

dimensional electron gases combined with niobium (Nb)

would enable the realization of Schottky barrier-free

highly transmissive semiconductor-superconductor ballistic

junctions.40–42 These predictions for thermal rectifications

could be tested experimentally in a prototype hybrid micro-

structure designed along the lines of that presented in

Ref. 17, in particular by symmetrically tunnel-coupling two

additional identical normal metal electrodes to the NS junc-

tion. Electron heating and thermometry can be performed

through NIS tunnel or SNS Josephson junctions1 coupled to

the N leads, therefore allowing to realize selectively the for-

ward and reverse thermal-bias configuration in the structure.

Concerning potential applications, NS thermal rectifiers

could be exploited in the field of electronic cooling, or for

thermal isolation and heat management at the nanoscale.

Moreover, other caloritronic devices such as heat interferom-

eters, sensitive radiation detectors, or magnetic sensors

might likely benefit from the combination with NS thermal

diodes to improve their performance.

In summary, we have theoretically analyzed thermal

rectification in normal metal-superconductor nanojunctions

comparing different types of NS contacts. We have shown,

in particular, that by increasing the interface transmissivity

leads to a substantial enhancement of the heat diode effect

whereas the sign of rectification can be changed in a suitable

range of temperatures for low junction transparency. For per-

fectly transmissive ballistic contacts, thermal rectification

can be as high as 123% thus exceeding by a factor close to

�5 that is achievable in NIS tunnel junctions. For diffusive

contacts, the rectification efficiency can obtain values as

high as �84%. Because of the above results and of the ease

intrinsic in their fabrication, NS junctions appear therefore

as a promising building block for the implementation of

effective heat diodes to be exploited in low-temperature cal-

oritronic nanocircuitry.
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